
Report of Activities Organised by Bhopal Division during “Sardar 
Patel United Clean India Drive” held between  

11th October 2015 to 31st Oct 2015 

 

1. (i) Intensive Special Cleaning by mobilizing additional resources to be  
    organised at a minimum of 10 stations in each Division chosen according  
    to the priority, done serially during the drive period. 
 

  (ii)  All A1 & A category stations to be owned by nominated officers of the    
         division who will lead this cleaning drive. The ownership should continue  
         for the period after this drive also in order to sustain the improvements. 
 
   (III) Drive timings at ach station to be chosen such that Passengers of some  
          halting trains at the stations also see and carry home the message. 

 
- Intensive special cleaning by mobilizing additional resources held at all 

11 stations identified for the drive, which covered all A1 category 
stations (Bhopal), all A category stations (Bina, Habibganj, Hoshangabad 
and Itarsi) and all B category stations (Vidisha, Ganjbasoda, Guna, 
Harda, Sanchi and Shivpuri) of  Bhopal Division.  
 

- The officers were nominated for 11 station (Sr DCM & Sr DOM for Bhopal 
Station, Sr.DEN/N and ACM for Bina Station, Sr.DEN/Co for Habibganj 
station, Sr.DEE/G for Hoshangabad Station,Sr.DME/D, DCM & ACM for 
Itarsi station, Sr.DSTE/Co for Vidisha station, Sr. DSTE/Sig for 
Ganjbasoda station, DEN/W for Guna station, DEN/S for Harda Station, 
Sr.DEN/Central for Sanchi station and DOM/Goods for Shivpuri station)      
, who lead the cleaning drive on assigned stations during the drive. The 
areas for sustainable improvement was identified and nominated officers 
took the ownership of these stations during cleanliness drive, which will  
continue by them for the period after this drive also for sustainable 
improvements on these stations. 
 

- The intensive cleaning held at all 11 stations under leadership of 
nominated officer, in which Scouts and Guides, school children, NGOs 
and Volunteers from Sant Nirankari Charitable Foundation, Rotary Club 
Itarsi, Lion Club Guna, Bhopal Mela Samiti, Rotary club Bhopal  and Sri 
Agrasen Maharaj (P) ITI Betul  also participated. 

 
- The achievements, innovations and ideas implemented in last one year 

during Swachh Bharat Mission shared with participants and the Banners, 
pamphlets of Swachh Bharat Mission displayed at station  during the drive. 

 



- The Drive timings at each station was  chosen in such a manner so that 
Passengers of maximum halting and passing  trains at the stations can 
also see and carry home the message of the cleanliness drive. 

 

- The 31st Oct. was celebrated as National Unity Day. The pledge taking 
ceremony held on 30.10.15 at closing hours and run for unity was 
organised. The March Past  held by RPF on 30.10.15 and the Posters of 
National Unity Day was displayed at various stations. 

 
- Special cleanliness drive held at BPL station on 31st Oct.15 by personnels of Shri 

Ramesh Gupta Ji, Kshetriya Sanchalak of Sant Nirankari Charitable foundation 
and other persons of Social organisation/NGOs/Volunteers. 

 

- Four Nukkad Nataks and awareness campaign held at BPL, HBJ, ET and 
BHS stations. 

 
 

2. Setting up system for use of CCTVs to monitor cleanliness and putting into 
practice the same.    
 

- The use of CCTV for monitoring of cleanliness is being done at HBJ and 
BHS stations. The efforts was made to extend the integrated security 
system (ISS) available at BPL and ET stations for monitoring of 
cleanliness. The facility of ISS for cleanliness monitoring is planned for 
BIN and GUN stations in future. 
 

3. Anti-littering rule to be displayed prominently and enforced : 
- Anti-littering rules have been displayed at all the stations. The 

passengers are advised to throw the garbage in the dustbins.  To enforce 
the anti littering rule, the penalty up to Rs 300/- is being imposed.  

- The passengers and stations staff was counselled. 
- Catering contractors at A category stations are directed to use 

disposable cups and plates with numbers and to ensure their collection 
and disposal. 

4. Special Awareness Campaign on proper use of bio-toilets by Passengers 
and prevention of misuse. 

- The awareness campaign was conducted for proper use of bio-toilets in 
various trains. The special emphasis was given in originating trains BPL 
Express and Rewanchal Express. The stickers were pasted in the coaches 
where bio-toilets are provided for not throwing garbage in such toilets. 
In sleeper coaches where bio-toilets were provided dustbins were also 
provided for prevention of misuse. 
 

- Bio-toilets also planned at road side stations.  
 



5. Proliferation of special efforts in coaching trains like provision of 
garbage bags, dustbins in sleeper class coaches and action on 
cleanliness complaints sent through web-bases SMS. 
 

- There is no train in BPL division under OBHS, hence the garbage bags are 
provided by other division. 

- The dustbins in sleeper coaches is now being fitted in coaches coming 
from POH.  

- The prompt action taken by division on cleanliness complaints received 
through SMS. 
 

6. Augmentation of dustbins in the premises of A1 & A category stations 
at suitable intervals so that accessibility is at 10m for any Passenger. 

- The locations identified at all A1 & A category stations for providing 
standard stainless steel dustbins augmented during the drive.  
 

7. Completion of on going works on sanitation improvement and face 
lifting of stations: 

- At stations HBJ, HBD, BPL and BIN contracts for new Pay & Use toilets 
have been finalized to further extend toilet facilities. 
 

8. Printing of messages and cleanliness in Bed Roll packet covers and 
UTS/PRS tickets: 

- The printing of messages and cleanliness in Bed Roll packet covers and 
UTS/PRS tickets are being followed for future supplies. 
 

The photographs of the events and cleanliness drives at various stations is 
attached. 

 


